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Exploded fibrations
Brett Parker
Abstract. Initiated by Gromov in [1], the study of holomorphic curves in symplec-
tic manifolds has been a powerfull tool in symplectic topology, however the moduli
space of holomorphic curves is often very difficult to find. A common technique is to
study the limiting behavior of holomorphic curves in a degenerating family of complex
structures which corresponds to a kind of adiabatic limit. The category of exploded
fibrations is an extension of the smooth category in which some of these degenerations
can be described as smooth families.
The first part of this paper is devoted to defining exploded fibrations and a slightly
more specialized category of exploded T fibrations. In section 6 are some examples
of holomorphic curves in exploded T fibrations, including a brief discussion of the
relationship between tropical geometry and exploded T fibrations. In section 7, it
is shown that exploded fibrations have a good intersection theory. In section 8, the
perturbation theory of holomorphic curves in exploded T fibrations is sketched.
1. Introduction
A symplectic manifold is a manifold M2n with a closed, maximally nondegenerate two
form ω, called the symplectic form. Every manifold of this type has local coordinates
(x, y) ∈ Rn × Rn in which the symplectic form looks like
∑
dxi ∧ dyi. For this reason
symplectic manifolds have no local invariants, and the study of symplectic manifolds is
called symplectic topology.
One of the most powerfull tools in symplectic topology is the study of holomorphic
curves. Given a symplectic manifold (M,ω), there is a contractible choice of almost
complex structure J on M which is tamed by ω in the sense that ω(v, Jv) > 0 for any
nonzero vector v. With such a choice of J , a holomorphic curve is a map
f : (S, j) −→ (M,J)
from a Riemann surface S with a complex structure j so that df ◦ j = J ◦ df . (These are
sometimes called pseudoholomorphic curves because (M,J) is not a complex manifold.)
The energy of a holomorphic curve is
∫
S
f∗ω. In [1], Gromov proved that the moduli
space of holomorphic curves with bounded genus and energy in a compact symplectic
manifold is compact. The moduli space should also be ‘smooth’ in some sense, and an
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isotopy of J gives a compact cobordism of moduli spaces. This allows the definition of
Gromov Witten invariants of a symplectic manifold which involve counting the number
of holomorphic curves with some constraints.
The sense in which the moduli space of holomorphic curves is ‘smooth’ is not the usual
definition. Usually a smooth family of maps corresponds to a pair of smooth maps
F ←− C −→M
where C −→ F is a surjective submersion. The individual maps in this family are the
maps of the fibers of C −→ F into M .
The moduli space of holomorphic curves includes families of holomorphic curves in
which a bubble forms
This change in the topology of the domain can not take place in a connected smooth
family of maps, so if the behavior above is to be considered ‘smooth’, we need a new
definition. This is one indication that the category of smooth manifolds might not be the
natural category to describe the theory of holomorphic curves.
A second reason to try to find an extension of the smooth category with a good theory
of holomorphic curves is that holomorphic curves are in general difficult to find in the
non algebraic setting. Many techniques for finding holomorphic curve invariants involve
degenerating the almost complex structure J in some way so that holomorphic curves
become easier to find in the limit. We will now see two types of degenerations which
can be considered as cutting a symplectic manifold into smaller, simpler pieces in order
to compute holomorphic curve invariants. These degenerations do not have a smooth
limit in the category of manifolds, however they can be considered as ‘smooth’ families
of exploded fibrations.
One example similar to the formation of the bubble shown above is the degeneration of
almost complex structure used in symplectic field theory to break a symplectic manifold
apart along a hypersurface. This is described in [2].
Suppose we have a hypersurface S ⊂M with a collar neighborhood equal to (0, 1)×S.
Denote by t the coordinate for (0, 1), by Xt the Hamiltonian vectorfield generated by t
so that ω(Xt, ·) = dt. Suppose also that the vectorfield Xt on S and ω(
∂
∂t
, ·) are both
independent of t. We can choose an almost complex structure J tamed by ω which is
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independent of t, so that JXt =
∂
∂t
, and which preserves the kernel of ω( ∂
∂t
, ·) restricted
to S.
t
S × (0, 1)
We can then choose a degenerating family of almost complex structures Jǫ on M as
follows. Keep Jǫ constant on the kernel of ω( ∂
∂t
, ·) restricted to S, and have
JǫXt =
dt
dT ǫ
∂
∂t
where T ǫ(t) is some family of smooth monotone increasing functions on [0, 1] with dT
ǫ
dt
= 1
in a neighborhood of 0 and 1 and so that T ǫ(0) = log ǫ and T (1) = 1. From the perspective
of the almost complex structure, Jǫ has the effect of replacing our neighborhood (0, 1)×S
with (log ǫ, 1)× S, where the almost complex structure on this lengthened cylinder with
coordinate T is just the symmetric extension of the old J .
T
ǫ
S × (log ǫ, 1)
A short calculation shows that Jǫ is still tamed by ω. Note that we have a great
amount of flexibility in how the almost complex manifold (M,Jǫ) wears the symplectic
form ω. Different choices of T ǫ will concentrate ω in different regions of the cylinder.
This is important for being able to tame holomorphic curves in the limit as ǫ→ 0.
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Suppose that this hypersurface S separates M into M0 and M1. In the limit as ǫ→ 0,
our almost complex manifold becomes modelled on the manifold with cylindrical ends M˜0
obtained by gluing (0,∞) × S to M0, the manifold M˜1 obtained by gluing (−∞, 1) × S
to M1, or the cylinder R× S. In some sense, the ‘limit’ of this family of almost complex
manifolds should include an infinite number of these cylindrical pieces, because one can
construct a sequence of maps of Z to (M,Jǫ) so that in the limit, the model around the
image of each point is a cylinder which contains none of the other points.
R× S
M˜0
M˜1
We will be able to view this family (M,Jǫ) as part of a connected ‘smooth’ family of
exploded fibrations which contains an object that has a base equal to the interval [0, 1]
and fibers equal to M˜0 over 0, M˜1 over 1 and a copy of R × S over each point in the
interior.
R × S R × S
M˜0 M˜1
In section 2, we will describe the exact structure on these fibers, in section 3, we will
describe the structure on the base, and in section 4, we will say exactly how these fit
together. The category of exploded fibrations has a well defined product, so we will also
4
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be able to deal with degenerations which look locally like products of degenerations of
this type.
If the dynamics of Xt satisfy a certain condition (which holds generically), the limit of
Jǫ holomorphic curves under this degeneration look like a number of holomorphic curves
mapping into the different model fibers which are asymptotic to cylinders over orbits of
Xt. The holomorphic curves inside all but a finite number of the cylindrical models over
the interior of the interval consist just of cylinders over orbits of Xt which coincide with
the asymptotics of the next nontrivial holomorphic curves in models to the left or right.
Such holomorphic curves in exploded fibrations are morphisms in the exploded category
with a slightly weaker ‘smooth’ structure. A special type of exploded fibration where
holomorphic curves are better behaved is called an exploded T fibration. The degeneration
above would give an exploded T fibration if the action of Xt was a free circle action. We
will define the category of exploded T fibrations in section 5, and sketch the theory of
holomorphic curves in exploded T fibrations in section 6.
For a second example, consider CP 2 with the standard coordinates [z0, z1, z2], and an
action of T2 by [z0, z1, z2] 7→ [z0, eθ1iz1, eθ2iz2]. We can choose a symplectic form taming
the complex structure on CP 2 which is preserved by this T2 action. Such an ω is of the
form dh1 ∧ dθ1 + dh2 ∧ dθ2 where h1 and h2 are T2 invariant functions. The functions h1
and h2 are the Hamiltonian functions generating the action of θ1 and θ2. The image of
(h1, h2) is called the moment polytope. In the case of CP
2, we can choose this to be the
triangle {0 ≤ h1, 0 ≤ h2, 5 ≥ h1 + h2}. There is a large amount of flexibility in how we
choose h1 and h2. In particular, we can make the following choices
(1) h1 = log
∣∣∣ z1z0
∣∣∣ and h2 = h2
(∣∣∣ z2z0
∣∣∣
)
on {1 ≤ h1 ≤ 3, h1 + h2 ≤ 4}
(2) h2 = log
∣∣∣ z2z0
∣∣∣ and h1 = h1
(∣∣∣ z1z0
∣∣∣
)
on {1 ≤ h2 ≤ 3, h1 + h2 ≤ 4}
(3) h1 − h2 = log
∣∣∣z1z2
∣∣∣ and h1 + h2 = (h1 + h2)
(∣∣∣ z20z1z2
∣∣∣
)
on {−2 ≤ h1 − h2 ≤ 2, h1 + h2 ≥ 4}
This gives a complex structure with the symmetry over the moment polytope shown
in the figure below.
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M1
M2
M3
translation symmetry in J
S2,3 × {1 ≤ |z| ≤ e4}
S1,2 × {1 ≤ |z| ≤ e3}
S1,3 × {1 ≤ |z| ≤ e3}
We will now draw a degeneration of complex structure that could also be applied if
we glued anything into the three regions M1 M2 and M3 in the above picture. As in the
previous example, there is a large amount of flexibility in how this new complex manifold
wears the symplectic structure. We choose some way which doesn’t change in the regions
M1 M2 and M3.
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M2
M1 M3
Use old J here
Complete J symmetrically here
S1,3 × {1 ≤ |z| ≤
e
3
ǫ
}
Imagine rescaling this triangle to keep it a constant size as we change J . In the limit,
this will give a base for a limiting exploded T fibration. The fiber over each point in this
base will be the local model for what the complex structure looks like around this point
in the limit.
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M1
M2
M3S1,3 × C∗
(C∗)2
It follows from chapter 3 in [3] that in this limit, the image in the above diagrams
of holomorphic curves with bounded energy and genus will converge to piecewise linear
graphs. Moreover, holomorphic curves converge locally to a collection of holomorphic
maps into the local models which are the fibers in the limiting exploded T fibration.
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The diagram below shows a limiting holomorphic curve, with its image in the base,
and schematic pictures of the holomorphic curves in the local model fibers over the base.
The rest of this paper will be devoted to rigorously defining exploded fibrations and
sketching some of their properties. This will not deal with compactness theorems for
holomorphic curves and the related questions of how symplectic forms are used to tame
holomorphic curves in exploded fibrations.
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2. Log smooth structures and the normal neighborhood bundle
The fibers of exploded fibrations will be log smooth spaces.
One way of thinking of a log smooth manifold is a manifold M with boundary and
corners along with the sheaf of vectorfields C∞(logTM) which are tangent to the boundary
and corner strata. By manifold with boundary and corners, we mean a manifold with
coordinate charts modeled on open subsets of [0,∞)n. By smooth functions in such a
coordinate chart, we mean functions which extend to smooth functions on Rn ⊃ [0,∞)n.
The sheaf of vectorfields tangent to boundary and corner strata is equal to smooth sections
of a vectorbundle logTM which we will call the log tangent space. A basis for this
vectorbundle in the above coordinate chart is give by {xi
∂
∂xi
}. This is often called the
b tangent space. The natural objects defined on a manifold with such a structure are
smooth sections of tensor products of logTM and its dual, logT ∗M . These tensor fields
have asymptotic symmetry as they approach boundary and corner strata in the sense that
the Lie derivative of a smooth tensor field in the direction of xi
∂
∂xi
approaches 0 like xi.
Analysis on manifolds with this structure has been studied extensively by Melrose and
others. I wish to thank Pierre Albin for explaining this approach to me. The structure we
will describe on log smooth manifolds is the smooth analogue of log structures in algebraic
geometry.
The stratified structure of M will be important. Call each connected component of
the boundary of M a boundary strata. We will consider this strata to be an immersed
submanifold ιS : S −→M with boundary and corners, which is embedded on the interior
of S. The other strata of M consist of M itself, and the connected components of higher
codimensional corner strata, which are again considered to be immersed submanifolds
ιS : S −→M which are embedded on their interiors.
We will think of log smooth manifolds as possibly non compact manifolds with an
idea of a smooth structure at infinity so that every boundary strata S corresponds to a
cylindrical end at infinity NSM , called the normal neighborhood bundle of S.
Definition 2.1. Given an open subset U ⊂M and an open set US ⊂ S inside a boundary
strata ιS : S −→M , a boundary defining function on U defining US is a smooth function
x :M −→ [0,∞) so that
{x−1(0)} = ιS(US) ⊂M
and dx is nonvanishing near S.
Definition 2.2. Given an open set U ⊂M , a log Ck function f ∈ logCk(U) is a function
defined on the interior of U so that
f := g +
∑
αi log(xi)
where xi are boundary defining functions on U , αi ∈ Z, and g ∈ Ck(U).
This defines a sheaf on M of log Ck functions, which we denote by logCk(M)
Definition 2.3. A log Ck map between log smooth manifolds
f :M −→ N
10
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is a continuous map f so that the pull back of the sheaf of log Ck functions on N is
contained in the sheaf of log Ck functions on M .
f∗
(
logCk(N)
)
⊂ logCk(M)
We want to now enlarge the log smooth category to include integral affine bundles over
log smooth manifolds.
Definition 2.4. An integral affine structure on a manifoldMn is a Zn lattice inside TxM
for each x ∈M which is preserved by some flat connection.
(By an integral Zn lattice, we mean the image of some proper homomorphism Zn −→
TxM .)
An integral vector in TxM is a vector in this integral lattice. A basic vector in TxM is
an integral vector which is not a multiple of another integral vector.
An integral affine map f : Mm −→ Nn between integral affine manifolds is a smooth
map so that df sends integral vectors to integral vectors.
We will regard a log smooth function as a log smooth map from M to R with the
standard integral affine structure given by the lattice Z ⊂ TR. A log smooth map
f : M −→ Rk with the standard integral affine structure given by Zk ⊂ TRk is given by
(f1, . . . , fk) where fi ∈ logC∞(M).
Definition 2.5. An integral affine Rk bundle M over a log smooth manifold S is a
fibration
R
k −→M
↓ π
S
so that there exists an open cover Uα of S so that π
−1 (Uα) = R
k × Uα and transition
functions on Uα ∩ Uβ are of the form
(x, s) 7→ (A(x) + f(s), s)
where f : Uα ∩Uβ −→ Rk is a log smooth map and A is an integral affine automorphism
Rk −→ Rk.
We will call integral affine bundles over log smooth manifolds log smooth spaces. A
strata of a log smooth space is the pullback of this bundle to a strata of the base.
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Definition 2.6. A log Ck function f ∈ logCk(M) on a log smooth space M which is an
integral affine Rn bundle is a function defined on the interior of M so that in any local
product neighborhood Rn × U ⊂M
f(x, u) := A(x) + g(u)
where A : Rn −→ R is given by an integer matrix and g ∈ logCk(U).
Definition 2.7. A log Ck map between log smooth spaces
f :M → N
is a continuous map from the base of M to the base of N which lifts to a map from the
interior of M to the interior of N so that the pull back of the sheaf of log Ck functions
on N is contained in the sheaf of log Ck functions on M .
f∗
(
logCk(N)
)
⊂ logCk(M)
A log smooth vectorfield on a log smooth space, v ∈ C∞
(
logTM
)
is a smooth vector-
field which is tangent to the boundary strata and invariant under local affine translation
of the fibers. These are smooth sections of the log tangent bundle logTM invariant under
local affine translation. Log smooth isotopys ofM are generated by the flow of log smooth
vectorfields.
The fact that the flow of log smooth vectorfields preserves boundary strata has the
consequence that we can not naturally identify a neighborhood of a boundary strata with
the log normal bundle. Instead, we have a naturally defined affine bundle called the
normal neighborhood bundle which has an action of the log normal bundle on it.
Definition 2.8. The normal neighborhood bundle NsM over a point s ∈M is the space
of functions νs called evaluations
νs :
logC∞(M) −→ R
so that
νs(f) = f(s) if f(s) is defined
νs(f + g) = νs(f) + νs(g)
If s is in a codimension k boundary or corner strata given locally by the vanishing of
boundary defining functions x1, . . . , xk, then NsM is an integral affine space equal to Rk.
This identification is given by ν 7→ (ν(x1), . . . , ν(xk)).
Any log smooth function f induces a function on the normal neighborhood bundle
called its restriction by f(νs) := νs(f).
Definition 2.9. The normal neighborhood bundle of a codimension k strata S ⊂ M ,
NS(M) is a log smooth Rk bundle over S with interior given by evaluations νs ∈ NM so
that s is in the interior of S. The sheaf of log smooth functions on NSM is given by the
restriction of the sheaf of log smooth functions on M in the sense that f is log smooth
12
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on U ⊂ NSM if there exists an open set U˜ ⊂M which contains the projection of U to S
and a log smooth function f˜ defined on U which restricts to f .
Definition 2.10. An outward direction in NSM is a direction in which the evaluation
of any boundary defining function for S decreases.
This is called ‘outward’ because if we use NSM to give coordinates on a neighborhood
of S ⊂ M , these directions move out towards the strata S which we consider to be out
at infinity.
When all strata ιS : S −→M are injective, NSM is easier to describe. In this case, S
is defined by k boundary defining functions x1 . . . xk and NSM is equal to Rk × S with
coordinates (ν1, . . . , νk, s). The restriction of log(xi) to NSM is given by the coordinate
function νi. This means that for g ∈ logC∞(M) defined on the interior of S, the restriction
of g(x, s)+
∑
αi log(xi) is given by g(0, s)+
∑
αiνi. An outward direction in this situation
would be any direction that preserves the coordinate s and is negative in the first k
coordinates.
One trivial example of a normal neighborhood bundle is NMM = M .
Lemma 2.1. Given a log smooth map f : M −→ N , there is a natural map of normal
neighborhood bundles
f : NM −→ NN
defined by
f(ν)(g) := ν(g ◦ f)
Also, if the interior of a strata S ⊂ M is sent to the interior of a strata S′ ⊂ M , then
this is a natural map called the restriction of f to NSM which is a log smooth map
f : NSM −→ NS′N
Proof. The naturality of this map is clear from the definition. We must check that the
induced map f : NSM −→ NS′N is log smooth.
First, note that there is a unique continuous map S −→ S′ which is equal to f on
the interior of S. This gives the continuous map on the base of NSM . To see that the
pullback of log smooth functions on NS′N are log smooth, note that they come locally
from the restriction of log smooth functions g ∈ C∞(N), so our function is locally ν(g).
Pulling this back via f gives the function ν(g ◦ f). But f : M −→ N is log smooth, so
g ◦ f is log smooth, and therefore the restriction ν(g ◦ f) must also be log smooth.

In particular, the action on M given by the flow of a log smooth vectorfield lifts to an
action on NM . Differentiating this action gives a lift of log vectorfieldsM to vectorfields
on NM . This lift preserves the Lie bracket, addition of vectorfields and multiplication
by functions. It sends nonzero log smooth vectorfields to nonzero vectorfields.
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Definition 2.11. A log smooth morphism
f :M → N
is a log smooth map
f :M → NSM
for some strata S ⊂M .
This finally defines the category of log smooth spaces. We will keep the distinction
between log smooth maps and log smooth morphisms.
3. Stratified integral affine spaces
The base of our exploded fibration will be a stratified integral affine space.
Definition 3.1. A stratified integral affine space is a finite category B associated to a
topological space |B| with the following structure
(1) Objects are integral affine strata Bkj with integral affine boundary and corners, so
that each point in Bkj has a neighborhood equal to an open set in R
m× [0,∞)k−m
with the standard integral affine structure.
(2) Morphisms are integral affine inclusions
ι : Bmi →֒ B
k
j
so that each connected affine boundary or corner strata of Bkj is the image of a
unique inclusion. These inclusions and the identity maps are the only morphisms.
(3) The space |B| is the disjoint union of strata quotiented out by all inclusions.
|B| :=
∐
Bkj
ι : Bmi →֒ B
k
j
B |B|
14
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Definition 3.2. A stratified integral affine map from one stratified integral affine space
to another
f : B −→ C
consists of
(1) A functor
F : B −→ C
(2) Integral affine maps
f : Bkj −→ F (B
k
j )
so that the interior of strata in B is sent to the interior of a strata in C and so
that
f ◦ ι := F (ι) ◦ f
This induces a map on the underlying topological spaces
f : |B| −→ |C|
4. Exploded fibrations
Definition 4.1. An exploded fibration B has the following structure.
(1) A stratified integral affine base B
(2) A fibration over each strata Bkj −→ B
k
j with log smooth fibers
Mb := TbB
k
j ×W
n−k
b
which are integral affine TbB
k
j bundles. The identification of Mb as a product is
not canonical, however the action of TbB
k
j is well defined.
(3) A flat connection on each fibration Bkj so that parallel transport gives log smooth
isomorphisms compatible with the action of TBkj and affine parallel transport.
(4) For each inclusion ι in B, there is a dual log smooth morphism,
ι† :Mι(b) −→Mb
so that
(a) For some strata S ⊂Mb, ι† is a log smooth isomorphism
ι† :Mι(b) −→ NSMb
(b) The induced action of Tι(b)B on NSMb is compatible with dι in the sense
that the induced action of dι(v) is equal to the action of v. The action of a
vector in Tι(b)B which points towards the interior of the strata moves NSMb
outwards.
(c) Every strata of Mb is the image of a unique isomorphism ι
†.
(d)
(ι1 ◦ ι2)
† = ι†2 ◦ ι
†
1
(e) The isomorphisms ι† are compatible with parallel transport.
15
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Note that this definition assumes that the normal neighborhood bundles NSMb are
trivial. This is a global condition. If it is removed, then the base becomes an orbifold
version of a stratified integral affine space and the fibration over each strata is a kind of
Seifert fibration.
Definition 4.2. A morphism f : B −→ C is given by
(1) A stratified integral affine map of bases f : B −→ C.
(2) Log smooth maps
fb :Mb −→Mf(b)
(a) equivariant with respect to the action of TbB and df
(b) compatible with the isomorphisms ι† in the sense that
fb ◦ ι
† = F (ι)† ◦ fι(b)
(c) compatible with parallel transport within strata.
Definition 4.3. A morphism f : B′ −→ B is a refinement if
(1) the map on bases f : |B′| −→ |B| is a homeomorphism and df is an integral affine
isomorphism onto its image
(2) the maps of fibers fb : Mb −→ Mfb are diffeomorphisms of the interior of Mb to
the interior of Mfb .
4.1. Coordinates
Definition 4.4. A log smooth coordinate chart on a log smooth space M which is an
integral affine Rm bundle is an open subset U ⊂ M and log smooth functions xi ∈
logC∞(U), so that
(1) e−xi give smooth coordinate functions for U .
(2) {dx1, . . . , dxm} restricted to Rm fibers provide a dual basis for the integral affine
structure. Call these the affine coordinate functions.
(3) xi for i > m are R
m invariant.
(4) {e−xm+1, . . . , e−xm+k} are boundary defining functions which define the bound-
aries of U . Call xi boundary coordinate functions for m < i ≤ m+ k.
(5) xi for i > m+ k are called the smooth coordinate functions.
Another way to say this is that log smooth coordinates on U are induced by a log
smooth map U −→ Rm × ([0,∞)k × Rn) which is an isomorphism onto its image. The
coordinate functions of Rm give the affine coordinates, the boundary coordinate are given
by − log of the coordinate functions of [0,∞)k, and the smooth coordinate functions are
the coordinates of Rn.
The following lemma follows directly from the definition of log smooth maps.
16
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Lemma 4.1. A map defined on the interior of a log smooth space is log smooth if and
only if the following hold
(1) The pull back of affine coordinate functions are log smooth functions, which means
that they are integral sums of affine and boundary coordinate functions and a
smooth function depending on smooth coordinates and boundary defining func-
tions.
(2) The pull back of any boundary coordinate function consists of a positive integral
sum of boundary coordinate functions, and a smooth function depending on smooth
coordinates and boundary defining functions.
(3) The pull back of any smooth coordinate function consists of a smooth function
depending on smooth coordinates and boundary defining functions.
Given a log smooth coordinate chart over U we can canonically associate an exploded
fibration called the explosion of U , Expl(U). The base of Expl(U) is a cone inside the
integral affine space Rm+k given by the subset where yi ≥ 0 for m < i ≤ m + k. Let
I ⊂ {m+1, . . . ,m+ k} be some subset of the boundary indices and SI the strata defined
by {e−xi = 0, i ∈ I}. The fibers over the set where {yi > 0, i ∈ I} is NSIU . We can
restrict our log smooth coordinate chart on U to NSIU . This changes the boundary
coordinates xi into affine coordinates for i ∈ I. The action of a base tangent vector∑
αi
∂
∂yi
on a fiber is given in these coordinates by xi 7→ xi + αi.
The construction of Expl(U) is natural in the sense that given any log smooth map
U1 −→ U2 there is a natural map Expl(U1) −→Expl(U2). This tells us that there is a
natural construction of of Expl(M) for any log smooth manifold M .
Definition 4.5. The exploded fibration Rn is defined as the standard fibration with base
R
n and fibers all equal to Rn.
Definition 4.6. An exploded coordinate chart U on B is a pair of smooth exploded
morphisms
U −→ B
↓
Rn
which, when restricted to any fiber of B give a log smooth coordinate chart in a suitable
choice of basis for Rn.
Definition 4.7. An exploded fibration B is covered by exploded coordinate charts Uα if
the log smooth coordinate charts obtained by restricting Uα cover every fiber.
Note that things defined by patching together exploded coordinate charts may fail to
have the global property that the fibers are trivial affine bundles. Otherwise, they will
always be exploded fibrations.
17
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4.2. Refinements and blowups
In this section, we will show that any subdivision of the base of an exploded fibration
defines a unique refinement. This will also be used later when we explore the intersection
theory of exploded fibrations. The construction will be natural, so we will work in local
coordinate charts on the fibers.
Given the explosion Expl(U) of some log smooth coordinate chart, we will now con-
struct a refinement Expl(U˜) −→Expl(U) for any integral subdivision of the base into a
union of cones. We will use this as a local model for refinements.
A cell of this subdivision will be of the form {y · αj ≥ 0} for some collection of αj
which form an integral basis for some subspace Rk+l ⊂ Rm+k. Any other cell is given by
{y ·α′j ≥ 0} where {α
′
j} form a different basis for the same subspace R
k+l ⊂ Rm+k. Each
new cell will correspond to a new log smooth coordinate chart U{αi} with coordinates
{x · β1, . . . , x · βm−l, x · α1, . . . , x · αk+l, xm+k+1, . . . }
Here {βi, αj} form an integral basis for Rm+k. x · βi are the affine coordinate func-
tions, x · αi are the boundary coordinate functions, and the remaining xi are the smooth
coordinate functions.
The domain of definition of these coordinates, U{αi}, is considered to extend to bound-
aries where e−x·αi = 0. In essence, the new log smooth coordinates are the old ones with a
relabeling of what is considered to be a boundary coordinate function or affine coordinate
function. This operation is a blowup which creates new boundary components. Each new
edge {αj = 0, for j 6= i} of a cell {αj ·x ≥ 0} corresponds to a new boundary component
so that the boundary coordinate function is given by αi · x and the remaining coordinate
functions give coordinates on the boundary.
The intersection of two of these new coordinate charts include the interiors of the
charts and the boundaries corresponding to common edges. The restriction of log smooth
coordinates to this intersection changes the role of the other boundary defining functions
to smooth coordinate functions. A transition map on this intersection between two sets of
coordinates then sends affine coordinate functions to affine coordinate functions, bound-
ary coordinate functions to boundary defining functions plus some smooth coordinate
functions, and smooth coordinate functions to integral combinations of smooth coordi-
nate functions. As such they are log smooth. Patching these coordinate charts together
gives a log smooth blowup U˜ −→ U . Due to the naturality of the explosion construction,
this gives a refinement Expl(U˜) −→Expl(U).
Lemma 4.2. Given any refinement f : B′ −→ B, any log smooth coordinate chart U on
a fiber Mfb of B lifts as above to U˜ = f
−1
b (U).
Proof. We need to show that for any log smooth coordinate chart U onMf(b), U
{αi} gives
a log smooth coordinate chart on f−1b (U) ⊂Mb, where U
{αi} is the blowup of coordinate
charts given by a cell of the subdivision of the base in the notation above. Moreover, we
need to show that the collection of sets U{αi} from all cells covers f−1b U .
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The proof is by induction. This holds for fibers that have no boundary coordinates, as
then f is a diffeomorphism and preserves the integral affine structure on fibers, so it is a
log smooth isomorphism, and U{αi} = U .
Suppose that the lemma holds for fibers of B′ with strata of codimension less than k.
Let Mb be a fiber of B
′ with strata of codimension less than or equal to k, and let U
be a coordinate chart on Mf(b). The subdivision of the base B gives a subdivision of the
base of Expl(U). Choose a cell of this subdivision given by {αi ≥ 0}. We must show that
U{αi} gives a log smooth coordinate chart on Mb.
Let I be a proper subset of the indexes of {αi}, SI ⊂Mb and ιI the corresponding strata
and base inclusion. Denote the restriction of U to Nf(SI)Mf(b) by UI . NSIMb = MιI(b)
only has strata of codimension less than k so the inductive hypothesis holds and U
{αi,i∈I}
I
is a log smooth coordinate chart on NSIMb = MιI(b). This chart U
{αi,i∈I}
I is also the
restriction of U{αi} to NSIMb, so we have that the restriction of U
{αi} to the normal
neighborhood bundle of any boundary strata gives log smooth coordinates. We also
have that the restriction of all such U{αi} to normal neighborhood bundles covers the
restriction of f−1b (U) to the normal neighborhood bundle. Therefore the sets U
{αi} must
cover f−1(U) because each one covers the interior, and together they cover the boundary
strata.
Let’s now check that the axioms of a log smooth coordinate chart are satisfied by U{α}.
First, all coordinates are log smooth functions because f is a log smooth map, and the
coordinates are just pullbacks of integral sums of log smooth functions.
Item 2 is satisfied, as our choice of fiber coordinate functions is just the pullback of a
subset of the fiber coordinate functions on the target, fb is equivariant with respect to the
action of the tangent space of the base and df , and df is an integral affine isomorphism
onto its image.
Item 3 is satisfied. The boundary coordinates x · αi are constant on fibers because fb
is equivariant and the αi are orthogonal to the fiber directions. The smooth coordinates
are just pullbacks of smooth coordinates, so they too are constant on fibers.
Item 4 is satisfied. e−x·αi is a boundary defining function because it is log smooth, and
restricts correctly to the normal neighborhood of the boundary it defines.
Item 1 is satisfied. This is because the coordinate functions are log smooth, give smooth
coordinates on the interior of U{αi}, their restrictions to normal neighborhood bundles
give smooth coordinate functions, and e−x·αi are boundary defining functions.
Item 5 is an empty condition, so U{αi} is a log smooth coordinate chart and the lemma
is proved.

Proposition 4.3. Given a morphism f : B → C and a refinement C′ −→ C so that the
map of bases f : B → C lifts to a map f˜ : B −→ C′, there exists a unique lift f˜ : B −→ C′
of f to a morphism to C′.
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Proof. Refinements are diffeomorphisms on the interiors of fibers, and log smooth maps
are determined by their restriction to the interior, so uniqueness is automatic. We just
need to check that the maps given by fb = f˜b restricted to the interior of Mb are log
smooth and satisfy the compatibility requirements for exploded fibrations.
To show that f˜b is log smooth, we use the criteria from Lemma 4.1 and the local normal
form for refinements from Lemma 4.2.
Affine coordinates on the blowup M˜c are a subset of affine coordinate onMc, so criterion
1 is automatically satisfied. Smooth coordinates for M˜c in the normal form from Lemma
4.2 are just smooth coordinates from Mc, so criterion 3 is also automatically satisfied, so
we just need to study the pull back of boundary coordinate functions.
The fact that f is log smooth tells us the following: the pull back under f˜ of boundary
coordinate functions on M˜c are integral sums of affine and boundary coordinates plus
a smooth function depending on boundary defining functions and smooth coordinates.
The exact combination of affine and boundary coordinates is determined by the map
f : B −→ C on bases. The requirement that f lifts to the subdivision C′ is equivalent
to this combination being a positive combination of boundary coordinates, which tells us
that f˜ satisfies criterion 3, and is therefore log smooth.
The fact that f˜ is compatible with parallel transport follows from the fact that f is
compatible and f˜ and f are equal on the interiors of fibers. Also, restricted to interiors,
f˜ ◦ ι† = f ◦ ι† = F (ι)† ◦ f = F˜ (ι)† ◦ f˜ , so f˜ is also compatible with the inclusions ι† and
f is an exploded morphism.

Theorem 4.4. Given an exploded fibration B and a stratified integral affine map
f : B′ −→ B
so that f is a homeomorphism and df is an integral affine isomorphism onto its image,
there exists a unique refinement f : B′ −→ B with base f : B′ → B.
Proof. First, Proposition 4.3 tells us that this refinement is unique up to isomorphism.
To show the existence of a refinement, note that any exploded fibration is locally
modelled on Expl(U) for some log smooth coordinate chart U . Given a subdivision, we
constructed a refinement Expl(U˜) −→Expl(U). This is a local model for our refinement.
These refinements so constructed must coincide on the intersection of their domains of
definition due to the uniqueness of refinements from Proposition 4.3, so these local refine-
ments patch together to a global refinement.

5. Exploded T fibrations
Exploded T fibrations can be thought of as exploded fibrations with extra torus sym-
metry so that instead of fibers being Rk bundles, fibers are (C∗)k bundles. We will first
describe the analogue of log smooth spaces in this setting.
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5.1. Log smooth T spaces
A log smooth T manifold is a connected smooth manifold M locally modeled on Ck ×
Rn−2k with the following sheaf of log smooth T functions.
Definition 5.1. A log smooth T function f ∈ log
T
C∞(Ck × Rn−2k) is a map
f : (C∗)
k × Rn−2k −→ C∗
f := zα11 · · · z
αk
k g
for αi ∈ Z, and g ∈ C
∞(Ck × Rn−2k,C∗)
Definition 5.2. A log smooth T manifold M is a smooth manifold M along with a sheaf
of log smooth T functions log
T
C∞(M), where if U ⊂M is an open subset, f ∈ TC∞(U) is
some C∗ valued function defined on a dense open subset of U .
This must satisfy the condition that around any point inM , there exists a neighborhood
U and a diffeomorphism φ : U −→ Ck × Rn−2k so that
φ∗
(
log
T
C∞(Ck × Rn−2k)
)
= log
T
C∞(U)
Definition 5.3. A smooth function z : U ⊂M −→ C is a boundary defining function if
dz is nonzero when z is zero, and z ∈ log
T
C∞(U)
Definition 5.4. A strata S −→M is a connected properly immersed submanifold of M
which is given locally by the vanishing of some number of boundary defining functions,
and which is embedded on a dense subset of S.
The interior of a strata S is the strata minus all substrata.
Note that each point in M is in the interior of a unique strata.
With log T functions defined, other definitions are analogous to the definitions in the
log smooth case.
Definition 5.5.
f :M → N
is a log Ck T map if it is continuous, sends the interior of M to the interior of N , and
f∗
(
log
T
Ck(N)
)
⊂ log
T
Ck(M)
Definition 5.6.
A log smooth T space is a (C∗)
n
bundle
(C∗)n −→M
↓ π
S
over a log smooth T manifold S.
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In particular, there exists an open cover {Uα} of S so that π−1Uα = (C∗)n × Uα and
transition functions are of the form
(z, s) 7→ (φ(z)f ′(s), s)
where
f ′ : Uα ∩ Uβ −→ (C∗)n is a product of log smooth T functions,
and φ : (C∗)
n −→ (C∗)n is a group isomorphism.
A C∗ valued function f is in log
T
Ck(C∗×S) if f = zmg where g ∈ log
T
Ck(S) and m ∈ N.
Using this inductively defines the sheaf of log smooth T functions on (C∗)n×S, and then
using this locally defines the sheaf of log smooth T functions on a log smooth T space M
which is a nontrivial (C∗)
n
bundle.
Definition 5.7.
f :M −→ N
is a log Ck T map between log smooth T spaces if it projects to a log Ck T map on the
bases of M and N , and
f∗
(
log
T
Ck(N)
)
⊂ log
T
Ck(M)
Definition 5.8. The normal neighborhood bundle over a point s ∈M , NsM is given by
the space of evaluations νs :
log
T
C(M) −→ C∗ so that
νs(f) = f(s) if well defined
νs(fg) = νs(f)νs(g)
Definition 5.9. The normal neighborhood bundle of a codimension 2k strata S −→ M
is a log smooth T space which is a (C∗)k bundle over S. The fiber in NSM over a point
s in the interior of S correspond to evaluations νs over s.
If S is locally given by vanishing of boundary defining functions z1, . . . , zk, then local
coordinates for NSM are given by (ν(z1), . . . , ν(zk), s), where the first k coordinates give
coordinates for the (C∗)
k
fiber, and s denotes the complimentary coordinates which give
coordinates on S.
Definition 5.10. An outward direction in NSMb is a direction in which the restriction
of any boundary defining function for S decreases.
Lemma 5.1. A log T map f :M −→ N induces a natural map
f : NM −→ NN
defined by f(ν)(g) = ν(f ◦ g)
If f sends the interior of a strata S to the interior of S′, then this gives a log T map
f : NSM −→ NS′N
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The proof of this lemma is analogous to Lemma 2.1
Definition 5.11. A log T morphism from M to N is a log T map
f : M −→ NSN
for some strata S ∈ N .
If we take the oriented real blowup of all strata of a log smooth T space, we obtain a
log smooth space. Locally, this involves replacing any torus boundary defining function
z with a log smooth boundary defining function |z| and a smooth coordinate z|z| . In this
way, we can view any log smooth T space as a log smooth space. Any log T morphism
is still a log morphism, and the normal neighborhood bundle in the log T setting is the
normal neighborhood in the log smooth setting. This allows us to use any concept from
the log smooth setting.
5.2. Exploded T fibrations
We can now define exploded T fibrations analogously to exploded fibrations.
Definition 5.12. An exploded T fibration B has the following structure.
(1) A stratified integral affine base B
(2) For each strata Bkj , a fibration B
k
j −→ B
k
j with log smooth T fibers for each
b ∈ Bkj ,
Mb := (C
∗)
k
⋊Wn−2kb
These fibers are principal (C∗)
k
bundles. They have an action of TbB
k
j given in
integral coordinates by (x1, . . . , xk) acts by multiplication by (e
x1 , . . . , exk).
(3) A flat connection on each of these fibrations Bkj so that parallel transport gives
log T smooth isomorphisms which are compatible with the action of TbB
k
j and
affine parallel transport.
(4) For each inclusion ι in B, there is a dual log smooth T morphism,
ι† :Mι(b) −→Mb
so that
(a) For some strata S ⊂Mb, ι† is a log smooth T isomorphism
ι† :Mι(b) −→ NSMb
(b) The induced action of Tι(b)B on NSMb is compatible with dι. The action of
any vector in Tι(b)B pointing towards the interior of the strata moves NSMb
in an outward direction.
(c) Every strata of Mb is the image of a unique isomorphism ι
†.
(d)
(ι1 ◦ ι2)
† = ι†2 ◦ ι
†
1
(e) These isomorphisms ι† are compatible with parallel transport within strata.
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As with our definition of exploded fibrations, there is a global assumption that fibers
have a globally defined action of (C∗)
k
on them. If we patch together exploded T coordi-
nate charts, then we will obtain a more sophisticated version of an exploded T fibration
with an orbifold base and Seifert fibrations over strata.
Definition 5.13. A morphism of exploded T fibrations, f : B −→ C is given by
(1) A stratified integral affine map of bases f : B −→ C.
(2) Log smooth T maps
fb :Mb −→Mf(b)
(a) equivariant with respect to the action of TbB and df
(b) compatible with the isomorphisms ι† in the sense that
fb ◦ ι
† = F (ι)† ◦ fι(b)
(c) compatible with parallel transport within strata.
Note that any exploded T fibration is an exploded fibration and that any exploded T
morphism is also a morphism of exploded fibrations.
Refinements are defined the same way as in the log smooth case. The results of section
4.2 hold for exploded T fibrations.
5.3. Almost complex structure
The tangent space TB of an exploded fibration is an exploded fibration with the same
base and fibers given by logTMb, the log tangent space of fibers of B. This has a natural
exploded structure because there is a natural identification of NS
logTMb with
logTNSMb.
The cotangent space T ∗B is a similarly well defined exploded fibration. A smooth section
of one of these bundles is a section B −→ TB which is a smooth exploded morphism.
This allows us to define things like metrics or complex structures.
Definition 5.14. An almost complex structure on an exploded fibration B is an endo-
morphism J of TB which squares to minus the identity, given by a smooth section of
TB⊗ T ∗B.
(The tensor product above is over smooth functions onB which are smooth morphisms
to the exploded fibration which has a single point as its base and R as the fiber over that
point.)
Definition 5.15. An (almost) complex exploded T fibration B is an almost complex
structure on B considered as an exploded fibration which comes from giving each fiber
Mb the structure of a (almost) complex (C
∗)k bundle over an (almost) complex manifold.
Note that this implies that substrata are holomorphic submanifolds.
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There should be a good theory of holomorphic curves in almost complex exploded
fibrations. In general, we need to consider holomorphic curves which are morphisms of
a weaker type than described above. The theory of holomorphic curve in exploded T
fibrations is better behaved. In this case, holomorphic curves are exploded T morphisms
and when transversality conditions are met, the moduli space has an exploded T structure.
6. Examples of exploded T curves
6.1. Moduli space of stable exploded T curves
Definition 6.1. An exploded T curve is a complex exploded T fibration with a one
dimensional base so that
(1) The base is complete when given the metric that gives basic integral vectors unit
size.
(2) The fiber over any vertex is a compact Riemann surface with strata corresponding
to a collection of marked points.
We will also call a holomorphic morphism of an exploded T curve to a almost complex
exploded T fibration an exploded T curve.
Definition 6.2. An exploded T curve is stable if it has a finite number of automorphisms,
and it is not a nontrivial refinement of another exploded T curve.
We now describe in detail the moduli space of stable exploded T curves (mapping to
a point.)
Consider a Riemann surface Σc which is the fiber over the point c in the base C of an
exploded T curve C. This has a number of marked points which correspond to boundary
strata.
If x ∈ Σc is such a marked point, then we can identify NxΣc with TxΣc − 0. The
identification is given as follows: If x is locally defined by the vanishing of a boundary
defining function z, a nonzero vector v ∈ TxΣc corresponds to ν ∈ NxΣc where ν(z) :=
dz(v). (This determines ν ∈ NxΣc by ν(zkg) = (dz(v))kg(x).)
Lemma 6.1. A (stable) exploded T curve is equivalent to a (stable) punctured nodal
Riemann surface with the following extra information at each node:
(1) A length l ∈ (0,∞)
(2) A node consists of two marked points which are considered to be joined. There is
a nondegenerate C bilinear pairing of the tangent spaces at these points.
The length is the length of the edge joining two marked points. The C bilinear pairing
comes from the identification of normal neighborhood bundles at these points.
Lemma 6.2. Any finite order automorphism φ : C −→ C of a connected exploded T curve
that is trivial on some fiber is the identity.
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Proof. Suppose that φ : C −→ C is such an automorphism. If φv is the identity for some
vertex v, then the restriction of φv to the normal neighborhood bundle is the identity, so
φe is also the identity for e any point on an edge connected to v (and φ is the identity on
those edges.)
If φe is the identity for e some point in an edge, φ must be the identity on the edge,
and all fibers on the edge. Suppose that v is a vertex on the end of such an edge.
φv : Σv −→ Σv must be a finite order automorphism of Σv that fixes the marked point x
attached to the edge, and that fixes the tangent space TxΣv. The only such automorphism
is the identity. (This can be seen locally, if φv(z) = z + cz
n + O(zn+1), then the k-fold
composition of φv must be z + kcz
n +O(zn+1), so if φv is not the identity, then it is not
of finite order.)

In particular, the above lemma tells us that the automorphisms of nodal Riemann
surfaces that are unbalanced in the sense that they twist one side of a node more than
the other are not automorphims of exploded T curves. An automorphim such as this lifts
to an isomorphism of an exploded curve with an exploded curve obtained by modifying
the bilinear pairings at nodes. Isomorphims such as this will act like automorphims when
we describe the orbifold structure of moduli spaces of exploded curves.
Definition 6.3. A lifted automorphism of an exploded T curve is an isomorphism of
the exploded T curve to an exploded T curve obtained by modifying bilinear pairings at
nodes.
The lifted automorphisms of an exploded T curve are in one to one correspondence
with a subgroup of the automorphisms of the underlying nodal curve. In the case that
all edges have equal length, the lifted automorphisms correspond to the automorphisms
of the underlying nodal curve.
The moduli space Mg,n of stable exploded T curves with genus g and n marked points
has the structure of an orbifold exploded T fibration. An orbifold exploded fibration has
uniformising charts (U, G) where U is an exploded T coordinate chart, and G is a group
acting on U.
Uniformising charts for Mg,n are constructed as follows: Choose holomorphic uni-
formising charts (U,G) for Deligne Mumford space M¯g,n so that the boundary strata
contained in U consist of the vanishing of {z1, . . . , zk}, the first k coordinates of U . This
makes U a log smooth T coordinate chart where {z1, . . . , zk} are boundary defining func-
tions. These correspond to k nodes in the curve over z1 = · · · = zk = 0. Note that the
action of G on U and any transitions between coordinate charts are log T smooth.
Uniformising charts for Mg,n are then given by the explosion (Expl(U), G). The base
of Expl(U) has coordinates (l1, . . . , lk) ∈ [0,∞)k. The fiber over the strata where li = 0
for i /∈ I is given by NSIU where SI is the strata given by zi = 0 for i ∈ I. The action of
G and transition maps are given by noting that any log smooth T map U1 −→ U2 gives
a natural exploded T morphism Expl(U1) −→Expl(U2).
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We must now see why points in Mg,n (which we will consider to be the image of a
morphism of a point to Mg,n) correspond to exploded T curves. We do this for each uni-
formising chart Expl(U). A point in the strata where li = 0 for i /∈ I has the information
of a nodal curve corresponding to s ∈ SI plus an evaluation νs ∈ NsU and lengths li for
i ∈ I. These lengths correspond to the length associated to each node. Note that if this
point is the image of a morphism, then li > 0 for i ∈ I, and these are the only nodes that
our curve has. To describe this as a moduli space of exploded curves, we must also say
how the bilinear pairing of tangent spaces at a node is given by the above choice of an
evaluation νs ∈ NsU .
Recall that there is a universal curve M¯g,n+1 −→ M¯g,n given by forgetting the point
labeled with (n + 1). This is log T smooth as it is holomorphic and the inverse image
of boundary strata are boundary strata, so we also have a map of normal neighborhood
bundles NM¯g,n+1 −→ NM¯g,n. If the forgotten point is near the first node, this map
can be given in coordinates locally near z1 = 0 by
(z+1 , z
−
1 , z2, . . . ) 7→ (z
+
1 z
−
1 , z2, . . . )
(where dots are completed with the identity). The curve over the point z1 = 0 gives local
coordinates for our node, considered as two disks with coordinates z+1 and z
−
1 joined over
the points z+1 = 0 and z
−
1 = 0. We have a map of the normal neighborhood bundle of
the strata where z+1 = z
−
1 = 0 to the normal neighborhood bundle of the strata z1 = 0,
given in our coordinates by the above map, where z+1 and z
−
1 now give coordinates for
the tangent space to our curve at the node. The bilinear pairing in these coordinates is
(z+1 , z
−
1 ) 7→
z+1 z
−
1
νs(z1)
This is independent of coordinate choices, and the choice of pairings for each of the k
nodes is equivalent to the choice of νs.
A second way to see the relationship between pairings and νs is to view the pairings as
gluing information. In particular, given the curve over s and choice of coordinates z+i , z
−
i
around its nodes, we can glue these neighborhoods with the help of a small complex
parameter ci, identifying
z+i =
ci
z−i
This defines a gluing map Ck −→ U defined near ci = 0. Giving Ck the strata ci = 0,
this map is log T smooth, and the restriction N0Ck −→ NsU is an isomorphism. If the
pullback of νs to N0C
k has coordinates (νs,1, . . . , νs,k), then the pairing between z
+
i and
z−i is given by
(z+i , z
−
i ) =
z+i z
−
i
νs,i
The above discussion can be summarized in the following lemma.
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Lemma 6.3. The forgetfull map
Mg,n+1 −→Mg,n
is log T smooth. Given any point p −→ Mg,n, the fiber over p is the exploded curve
corresponding to p quotiented out by its automorphisms.
For example, M0,3 is a point, and M0,4 is equal to an exploded T curve with 3 punc-
tures. A curve in M0,4 might look like the following curve or a similar one where the
punctures 1 and 3 or 1 and 4 are grouped together.
CP 1 − {0, 1,∞}
C
∗
1
2
3
4
l
For each picture of the above type, there is a C∗ family of curves in M0,4 corresponding
to different identifications of normal neighborhood bundles along the interior edge. The
length l of this edge gives a coordinate for a strata of M0,4. The above observation tells
us that the fiber over each point in this strata is C∗. The different pairings of punctures
give 3 such strata. the end l = 0 of this strata is glued to a strata with curves looking
like the following:
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The curves with a picture such as this form a family parametrized by the complex
structure of the fiber over the central vertex. This gives a strata of M0,4 consisting of a
point with fiber equal to M¯0,4 with 3 boundary strata. A picture of M0,4 is as follows
1
2
3
4
1
3
2
4
1
4
2
3
C∗
M¯0,4
The identification between the normal neighborhood bundles of boundary strata of
M¯0,4 and the gluing data C∗ is explained above.
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6.2. Exploded T curves in smooth manifolds
A connected smooth manifold M can be regarded as an exploded T fibration with base
consisting of a point, and fiber over that point being M . If M is given an almost complex
structure, we can then consider holomorphic exploded T curves in M . A holomorphic
exploded T curve in this setting has the information of a nodal holomorphic curve along
with a positive length and a C bilinear pairing of tangent spaces assigned to each node.
This extra information corresponds to exploding the moduli space instead of compact-
ifying it. The exploded T curve is stable if the underlying nodal holomorphic curve is
stable.
6.3. Symplectic sum
Given symplectic manifolds M2n1 and M
2n
2 along with symplectic submanifolds,
N2(n−1) →֒M2n1 and N
2(n−1) →֒M2n2
so that the normal bundle of N in M1 is dual to the normal bundle of N in M2, we can
construct the symplectic sum of M1 and M2 over N , M1#NM2. The question of how to
find holomorphic curves in M1#NM2 in terms of holomorphic curves in M1, M2 and the
normal bundle to N has been answered in [4]. This involves a degeneration of complex
structure which can be viewed as giving the following exploded T fibration.
First choose an almost complex structure onM1 andM2 so thatN is an almost complex
submanifold, and the normal bundle to N in M1 is a complex bundle isomorphic to the
dual of the normal bundle in M2. M1 and M2 are log smooth T spaces with a single
substrata N . Note that the normal neighborhood bundle NNM1 is equal to the normal
bundle of N minus the zero section.
The exploded fibration has a base equal to the interval [1, 2] with fiber over the strata
1 being M1, fiber over the strata 2 being M2. The fiber over any point in the strata [1, 2]
is equal to NNM2 = C∗⋊N . This is identified with NNM1 using the identification of the
normal bundle of N inM1 with the dual of the normal bundle of N inM2. Multiplication
by a vector c in the tangent space to [1, 2] corresponds to multiplication by ec if the fiber
is viewed as the normal bundle of N in M2, and to multiplication by e
−c when viewed as
the normal bundle of N in M1.
6.4. Relationship with tropical geometry
An easy example of an exploded T fibration is TRn, which has a base given by Rn and
fibers given by (C∗)
n
. We will now examine holomorphic exploded T curves
f : C −→ TRn
At any vertex c in the base C of C , we have a holomorphic map defined on the interior
of the fiber Σc.
fc : Σc −→ (C
∗)n
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The fact that this is a log smooth T morphism implies that this must extend to a mero-
morphic map over punctures. In particular, in local coordinates z around a puncture,
fc(z) := (z
α1g1(z), . . . , z
αngn(z))
where αi ∈ Z and gi are holomorphic C
∗ valued functions which extend over punctures.
The restriction of fc to the normal neighborhood is then given by
fc(z) := (z
α1g1(0), . . . , z
αngn(0))
(The coordinate z in this case is the restriction of the above coordinate to the normal
neighborhood bundle.)
This then defines the fiber maps on the edge attached to this puncture, so if e is a
point on this edge, then
fe(z) := (z
α1g1(0), . . . , z
αngn(0))
This has implications for the map f : C −→ Rn of bases. It means that this edge viewed
as oriented away from the vertex c must travel in the integral direction ~α := (α1, . . . , αn).
If the edge has length l, then the image of the edge is l~α.
df restricted to this edge gives a map Z −→ Zn given by k 7→ k~α. Call this the
momentum of the edge, and ~α the momentum of the edge exiting the vertex. The sum of
all momentums exiting a vertex is zero. This is because number of poles of a meromorphic
function is equal to the number of zeros. It can be viewed as a balancing or conservation
of momentum condition on the base of a holomorphic curve.
(1, 1)
(1, 0)
(1,−1)
(−1, 2)
(2,−1)
(0, 1)
The special case when the base of an exploded curve is a trivalent graph and the fiber
over all vertices is equal to a three punctured sphere is interesting, because most of the
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information in the exploded curve can be read off from the base. In this case, the map of
bases f : C −→ Rn is called a tropical curve. The technique of counting tropical curves to
get holomorphic curve invariants has been used quite successfully (for example, see [5]).
Definition 6.4. A tropical exploded T fibration is an exploded T fibration in which every
fiber is some product (C∗)k × CPn−k where CPn−k is given the log smooth T structure
with boundary strata given by (n− k + 2) generic hyperplanes.
The base of a tropical exploded T fibration is a tropical space. Holomorphic curves in
these tropical exploded T fibrations with tropical domains have bases which are tropical
curves.
7. Fiber product
The category of exploded fibrations has a good intersection theory.
Definition 7.1. Given two exploded morphisms with the same target,
A
f
−→ C
g
←− B
f and g are transverse if all the following maps are transverse restricted to the interior of
their domains
Ma
fa
−→Mc
fb←−Mb when f(a) = c = f(b)
The fiber product of transverse exploded morphisms is well defined, however it is
sometimes not an exploded fibration of the type we have described up until now. It may
have strata which are locally modeled on open subsets of
{b : αj · b ≥ 0} ⊂ R
n
where {αj} is some set of integer vectors. There is a correspondingly more permissive
definition of log smooth coordinate charts for fibers.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that f and g are transverse exploded morphisms,
A
f
−→ C
g
←− B
so that for any pair of strata Akj and B
l
i in the base of A and B so that Ma fa×gb Mb
is nonempty for some a ∈ A and b ∈ B, the subset {(a, b) : f(a) = g(b)} ⊂ A × B is an
integral affine space locally modeled on open subsets of [0,∞)n.
Then there exists an exploded fibration called their fiber product
A f×g B
with maps to A and B so that the following diagram commutes
A f×g B −→ A
↓ ↓
B −→ C
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and with the usual universal property that given any commutative diagram
D −→ A
↓ ↓
B −→ C
there exists a unique morphism D −→ A f×g B so that the following diagram commutes
D → A
↓ ց ↑
B ← A f×g B
Proof. First, we check the theorem in the case that g is a map of a point into C. In this
case, the image of g is some point c ∈ C and a point x ∈ Mc in the fiber over c. As x is
the image of a morphism, it must be in the interior of Mc. We are interested in f
−1(x).
First consider f−1(c). The base of f−1(x) will be made up of copies of strata of f−1(c),
with each strata of f−1(c) appearing a number of times equal to the number of connected
components of f−1(x) over it. Call a strata of f−1(c) empty if f−1(x) is empty over the
strata. We will discard such strata.
Note that for any a ∈ A, fa is transverse to x on the interior of Ma. This property
is preserved if we take refinements of A. We would like fa restricted to the interior of
any strata of Ma to be transverse to x. To achieve this, consider a local refinement of
A coming from a subdivision of A close to a so that the non empty strata of f−1(c) are
strata in the subdivision. (There may be no global subdivision satisfying this, but it is
easy to construct one locally). Note that any morphism D −→ A contained in f−1(x)
lifts locally to a unique morphism to the local refinement of A.
After taking such a refinement, if a ∈ f−1(c) is in a non empty strata, then fa is
constant in any affine direction. Also fa restricted to the interior of any strata S ⊂
Ma is transverse to x. This is because fa restricted to NSM must be transverse to
x, but if the interior of fa(S) intersects x, it must be contained in the interior of Mc,
and in such a case fa restricted to NSMa is just the pullback of fa restricted to S.
This makes f−1a (x) some number of log smooth spaces. Affine coordinates are just the
restriction of affine coordinates onMa, and boundary defining functions are the restriction
of boundary defining functions for strata that f−1a (x) intersects. A single boundary of
Ma may correspond to several boundaries in f
−1
a (x). Note that f
−1
a (x) does not depend
on the particular choice of local refinement.
If ι : a 7→ ι(a) is an inclusion in f−1(c) and S is the strata in Ma corresponding to ι,
then
f−1
ι(a)(x) = (fa|NSMa)
−1 (x)
If we take the non empty strata of f−1(c) to be the base of f−1(x), f−1a (x) to be the
fibers, and restrict parallel transport and isomorphisms ι† from (the local refinements
of) A, then f−1(x) satisfies all the axioms of an exploded fibration apart from having
connected fibers. To remedy this, have a copy of each strata of f−1(c) for each fiber
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component, and connect them by inclusions if one fiber is the normal neighborhood of
some strata in the other. This exploded fibration has the required universal property.
Now, we consider the general case of the transverse intersection of two morphisms, f
and g.
Cover the target C with exploded coordinate charts.
Uα −→ C
↓
Rn
Note that f−1 (Uα) is an exploded fibration, so we can restrict f to f
−1 (Uα).
On these charts, we can consider
f − g : f−1 (Uα)× g
−1 (Uα) −→ R
n
Recall that Rn is the exploded fibration with base equal to Rn and fibers all equal to
Rn. As f is transverse to g, (f − g) is transverse to the point 0 in the fiber over 0, and
(f − g)−1(0) is an exploded fibration. This constructs f−1 (Uα) f×g g−1 (Uα). This has
the correct universal property because any commutative diagram
D −→ f−1 (Uα)
↓ ↓
g−1 (Uα) −→ Uα
gives a morphism D −→ f−1 (Uα)× g−1 (Uα) contained in the inverse image of 0.
Doing the same for all coordinate charts and patching together the result define an
exploded fibration A f×g B with the required universal property.

Note that if f and g are transverse exploded Tmorphisms satisfying the above condition
on the base, A f×g B is an exploded T fibration.
An important example is given by the forgetfull morphisms
π : Mg,n+1 −→Mg,n
This map is a surjective submersion restricted to the interior of each fiber, so any smooth
exploded morphism f : F −→Mg,n must be transverse to π.
Definition 7.2. An exploded fibration is complete if any metric on it is complete, and
the base has a finite number of strata, all of which are complete with respect to the
integral affine connection. (A metric on an exploded fibration B is a symmetric, positive
definite, exploded section of T ∗B⊗ T ∗B.)
Definition 7.3. An exploded fibration is compact if it is complete and the base is com-
pact.
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Lemma 7.2. If A and B are complete and f : A −→ C and g : B −→ C are transverse,
then A f×g B is complete. It A and B are compact, then A f×g B is compact.
We now want to say that two exploded morphisms to the same target are generically
transverse. In the smooth case, statements of the following sort can be usefull if f :
M −→ N is transverse to g on the boundary of M and g is proper, then there is a small
isotopy of f fixed on the boundary to a map transverse to g. In this exploded setup,
instead of a boundary, we will have a subset of strata which are closed under inclusion.
This means that if Bkj is inside this subset, then the target of any inclusion of B
k
j must
be contained in this subset. For isotopys, instead of the unit interval [0, 1], we will have
the explosion of the unit interval, Expl[0, 1].
Lemma 7.3. Given two smooth exploded morphisms,
A
f
−→ C
g
←− B
If A and B are complete, and the strata of A are simply connected, then there exists a
small isotopy
F : Expl[0, 1]× A −→ C
so that
(1) the restriction to any fiber of A, Fa : [0, 1]×Ma −→MF (a) is a C
∞ small isotopy.
(2) F (t, ·) is independent of t in a neighborhood of t = 0 and t = 1, equal to f when
t is small, and transverse to g when t is close to 1.
Moreover, if f is transverse to g on a subset of strata closed under inclusions, then the
isotopy can be chosen to be fixed on those strata.
Proof. We construct the isotopy first over fibers that have no boundary strata and then
extend it over fibers with strata of higher codimension.
If Ma has no boundary strata, it is some affine R
n bundle over a compact manifold.
As the isotopy can’t change dfa in affine directions, the isotopy is determined by its
restriction to some section of this bundle. Note that to achieve transversality, we can
quotient the target of fa by the directions spanned by df of affine directions. The task is
then to find an isotopy so that the image of this section is transverse to the image of g.
As B is complete, the image of g in this fiber consists of the image of a finite number of
smooth proper maps of manifolds with boundary and corners, so a generic smooth map
is transverse to g and there exists a C∞ small isotopy of fa making it transverse to g as
required. (We chose the trivial isotopy if fa is already transverse.)
This isotopy can be extended compatibly via parallel transport to all fibers of A that
have no boundary (this uses that the strata of A are simply connected, so there is no
monodromy). Now suppose that the isotopy has been defined compatibly on all fibers
that only have strata of codimension less than k. We now must extend it to an isotopy
on fibers with strata of maximum codimension k.
Suppose thatMa is such a fiber. As any strata S of nonzero codimension has substrata
of dimension at most k − 1, we have defined the isotopy already on NSMa. Viewing our
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isotopy as given by exponentiating some smooth, time dependant vector field, we just
need to extend this vectorfield over Ma. It is defined on the boundary of Ma so that it is
continuous, and smooth restricted to any boundary or corner strata. As such it extends to
a smooth vectorfield on the interior of Ma, which can be chosen C
∞ small depending on
its C∞ size on the boundary strata. (One can see locally why this is true: A continuous
function defined the boundary of [0,∞)n which is smooth on boundary and corner strata
extends smoothly to the interior as follows. Denote by πS the projection to the strata S,
and let σ(S) be 1 if S has odd codimension, and −1 if S has even codimension. Then we
can set f :=
∑
σ(S)f ◦ πS .)
We now have a C∞ small isotopy of fa that restricts to any nontrivial normal neigh-
borhood bundle to be our previously defined isotopy. As this restriction to the normal
neighborhood bundle is transverse to the image of g near t = 1, and the space of maps
transverse to the image of g is open, this isotopy is transverse to the image of g near
the boundary and t = 1. We can then further modify this isotopy on the interior of
Ma to be transverse to g everywhere near t = 1. This isotopy can be chosen C
∞ small,
and if fa is already transverse to g and we have chosen the isotopy trivial on the normal
neighborhood bundles of boundary strata of Ma, the this isotopy can be trivial.
Thus we can extend the isotopy as required.

A very similar statement holds for exploded T fibrations, however there is one small
complication: Expl[0, 1]× A is not an exploded T fibration. We can define a category of
mixed exploded fibrations which includes fiber products of exploded torus fibrations and
exploded fibrations. The fibers of these are locally modeled on {zαi ∈ [0,∞)} ⊂ Cn×Rk
where {αi} are multiindices in Zn which form a basis for some subspace of Zn, and log
smooth functions are the restrictions of functions of the form zαg where g is a smooth C∗
valued function. The case when the set {αi} spans Zn corresponds to exploded fibrations,
and the case where this set is empty corresponds to exploded torus fibrations. Definitions
of exploded fibrations using this mixed version of log smooth spaces are the same as our
earlier definitions. The results of section 4.2 and this section apply for this more general
category.
8. Moduli space of smooth exploded T curves
In order to describe the structure on the moduli space of smooth exploded curves, we
will need to use notions from the theory of polyfolds developed by Hofer, Wysocki and
Zehnder in [6].
Definition 8.1. A Frechet splicing core K is the fixed point set of a smooth family of
projections
π : F × [0,∞)k → F × [0,∞)k
where π(·, x) gives a projection on the Frechet space F −→ F and π(·, 0) is the identity.
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A log smooth function f ∈ logC∞
(
F × [0,∞)k
)
is a function defined on the interior of
F × [0,∞)k so that
f =
∑
αi log xi + g
where αi ∈ Z and g is a smooth function on F × [0,∞)k.
Definition 8.2. A log smooth Frechet polyfold is a Hausdorff second countable topo-
logical space M along with a sheaf of log smooth functions logC∞(M) so that around
each point p ∈M , there exists an open set Up and a homeomorphism onto some Frechet
splicing core φp : Up −→ K ⊂ Fp × [0, 1)kp sending p to the fiber over 0 so that
logC∞(Up) = φ
∗
p
(
logC∞(Fp × [0,∞)
kp)
)
p is said to be in a strata of codimension kp.
Note that if M is finite dimensional it is simply a log smooth space, as then splicing
cores must be diffeomorphic to F × [0,∞)k.
The subset ofM consisting of points with codimension k is a smooth Frechet manifold.
For each connected component of these points of codimension k, there exists a unique log
smooth Frechet polyfold S and a continuous map S −→M so that the interior of S maps
diffeomorphically to this component. Call all such S the strata of M .
We can define affine Rn bundles over log smooth Frechet polyfolds, log smooth maps,
normal neighborhood bundles and log smooth morphisms exactly as in the finite dimen-
sional case. With this done, the definition of a Frechet exploded fibration is identical to
the definition of an exploded fibration where fibers are log smooth Frechet polyfolds.
We can similarly define Frechet exploded T fibrations.
Definition 8.3. Given a closed 2 form ω on the exploded T fibration B, the smooth
exploded T curve f : C −→ B is ω-stable if C has a finite number of strata and the
integral of f∗ω is positive on any unstable fiber Σv over a vertex of C.
What follows is a rough sketch of the perturbation theory of ω-stable holomorphic
curves.
Conjecture 8.1. The moduli space Msmg,n(B, ω) of ω-stable smooth exploded curves in B
with genus g and n marked points has a natural structure of a Frechet orbifold exploded
fibration.
If B has an almost complex structure J , we can take ∂¯ of a smooth exploded T curve
f : C −→ B. If j denotes the complex structure on C, this is defined as
∂¯f :=
1
2
(df + J ◦ df ◦ j)
This takes values in antiholomorphic sections of T ∗C⊗f∗(TB) which vanish on the fibers
over the edges of C.
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Conjecture 8.2. The space of these antiholomorphic sections has the structure of a
Frechet orbifold exploded fibration Eg,n(B, ω), which is a vector bundle over M
sm
g,n(B, ω).
The ∂¯ equation defines a smooth section of this vector bundle.
Eg,n(B, ω)
↓↑ ∂¯
Msmg,n(B, ω)
Conjecture 8.3. The section ∂¯ is ‘Fredholm’ in the following sense: There is a cover of
Mg,n(B, ω) by exploded coordinate neighborhoods (U, G) covered by coordinates (E, G) on
Eg,n(B, ω) so that there exists the following
(1) An identification of U with a coordinate neighborhood in a vector bundle over a
finite dimensional exploded T fibration F
U
ψ
−→V
↓
F
(2) An identification of E with a coordinate neighborhood in a fibration
E ⊂ V⊕ E˜
↓
F
so that the projection E→ U is given by (v, e) 7→ v, and the zero section U −→ E
is given by v 7→ (v, 0).
(3) An exact sequence of vectorbundles over F
0 −→ Rk × F −→ E˜
πV−−→ V −→ 0
so that the graph of πV ◦ ∂¯ is the diagonal in V⊕V
In the non algebraic case, the regularity of maps and identifications in the above
conjecture may be questionable.
The above conjecture says roughly that the intersection theory of ∂¯ with the zero
section can be modelled locally on the following finite dimensional problem: first, the
solutions of the equation πV ◦ ∂¯ can be identified with F. ∂¯ of such a solution then has
values in the Rk from the above exact sequence, so we get a map ∂¯ : F −→ Rk. We are
interested in the transverse intersection of this map with 0.
We would like to take the transverse intersection of ∂¯ with the zero section and obtain
the moduli space of holomorphic curves as a smooth exploded T fibration. The problem
with this is that as we are dealing with orbifolds, we can’t necessarily perturb the zero
section to get it transverse to the zero section. Following [7], we can take a resolution of the
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zero section by a nonsingular weighted branched exploded fibration M˜ → Msmg,n(B, ω),
and then perturb that to be transverse to ∂¯, obtaining a representation of the virtual
moduli space of holomorphic curves inside Msmg,n(B, ω) as a smooth weighted branched
exploded T fibration.
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